
Police in Mexico City have upgraded their critical communications devices to

Sepura SC20 and STP9200 models, equipping their officers with modern,

powerful TETRA radios. From December 2020, many of the city’s 46,000 officers

will benefit from Sepura radios’ famed robustness, outstanding audio quality

and reliable performance.
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The decision to invest in Sepura radios followed an

extensive period of operational testing involving

both technical and operational staff, meaning the

radios were analysed from an operational,

administrative and business point of view. The tests

concluded that the Sepura devices had superior

audio quality to match their robust design and

flexibility.

A further batch of 3,000 Sepura radios will be provided later in

the year to the city police teams, ensuring that significant

numbers of officers will benefit from the new devices. The

radios will be used on a variety of operations across the city,

including general police work, customs checks, border patrols

and city security.

IMAGE:
A Mexico City Police Officer with a Sepura STP9200 on street patrol.

Operational testers also praised the excellent battery

life of both the STP9200 and the SC20, adding that

the smart user interface made the main functions

quick and easy to perform.

The final package delivered by Jomtel, Sepura’s

partner in Mexico, delivered an outstanding package

of support and maintenance with options to further

expand the solution where required.

http://www.sepura.com/
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ABOUT SEPURA

Sepura is a recognised global leader in the development and

supply of radio terminals, accessories and applications for TETRA-

based mission-critical and business-critical communications. Based

in the UK’s Cambridge technology hub, Sepura provides local

support through its global footprint, and is a trusted partner to

public safety users and commercial customers in the professional

mobile radio (PMR) market. Sepura’s comprehensive solutions for

critical communications enable customers to address the

demanding operational challenges they face. For more

information, please visit www.sepura.com.
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Following the successful deployment of the initial batch of radios, Jorge Morera, Commercial

Director of Jomtel commented:

"As Sepura Channel Partner, we are delighted to continue to deliver

Sepura’s advanced TETRA products to Mexico. This is the first TETRA

radio solution deployed by Mexico City Police, proof of the

continuing demand for the proven TETRA technology. We have no

doubt that the Sepura radios will expand the capabilities of the

Police teams in their mission critical operations.”

Tim Mills, Sales Director for South America at

Sepura said:

“There is significant potential in

Mexico to continue to develop the

TETRA business for municipalities and

other police organisations. We look

forward to working with Jomtel to

assist further forces to implement

Sepura TETRA solutions.”
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Mexico City Police are currently wearing face

masks to protect from Covid-19. The loud audio
on the Sepura STP9200 is key to ensuring that

messages are clearly heard, despite officers
wearing additional facial equipment.
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